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This paper describes and accounts for the tonal split between bound argument
prefixes of Il-Keekonyokie Maa verbs with (apparently) High and Low tone.
Data with the tonal split are given, followed by an analysis showing that the
apparent High tone must be lexically unspecified for these prefixes. This analysis
is required because a lexical High prefix tone in certain verbs would cause downstep, where down step is not observed. Neutralization of the tone split is then
considered, with the data presented and accounted for by an analysis for each of
the two verb root classes. The conclusion discusses the need for the apparent
word initial High tone to be spread from the stem tone.

1. Introduction 1
A tonal split between first and second person verb forms, on the one hand, and
third person verb forms on the other, has been observed in all three branches
(Western, Eastern, and Southern) of the Nilotic languages.2 My intention here is
not to prove such a split for all of Nilotic, but to show how that split is evidenced
in Il-Keekonyokie Maa,3 a dialect area of Maa, an Eastern Nilotic language spoken
1 The data in this paper are from the Il-Keekonyokie dialect of Maa, from the Narok area of
Kenya. Most of it is from Sarah Tuukwo, but often checked with Leonard Ole-Kotikash. Underlined data are from the Il-Wuasinkishu dialect, from Wilson Ole-Nayomah. While most of the
data was collected by me, some of the data is from Doris Payne's field notes, and all of it was
collected under her academic and financial support (NSF grant SBR-9616482). Fieldwork in
Kenya was conducted under Kenya research permit #OPI13/001l23C28. I am grateful to Keith
Snider for the initial brainstonning that led to this analysis, Doris Payne for comments on various
versions of this paper, and to Gerrit Dimmendaal for some general perspec-ti ves on Nilotic tone.
2 I thank Gerrit Dimmendaal for this observation; an overview of data showing this split is given
in section 1.1.
3 I use this term for the data I will describe, acknowledging an unknown variation among those
that speak what has been referred to in the literature as Maa. I am confident that this analysis
covers this dialect area, and probably more, but I would not want to speak for all Maa dialect areas
(other dialect areas of the Maasai, Samburu, Chamus) at this time. I have already noticed consis... continued on next page
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in Kenya and Tanzania. Describing this split in Il-Keekonyokie Maa and providing
a coherent analysis are the purpose of this paper. 1 first show data that evidences
the split. 1 then show several analyses with lexical forms that might account for the
split, and show the superior one to be that which analyzes the apparently High prefixes (e.g., first person singular) to be lexically unspecified for tone. After showing
data which evidences a neutralization of this split, 1 delimit the scope of the split,
showing that the split is neutralized for two-mora words, though for at least two
independent reasons.

1.1. A survey of the split in several Nilotic languages. 4 The Nilotic Languages
can be broken up into three branches: Eastern, Southern, and Western [Grimes
2000, Greenberg 1963]. This section will show evidence for a split between the
person markers in each of these three branches of Nilotic. 1 do not claim that this
split is evidenced throughout the grammar of each of the three languages illustrated below, but that the split is present at least in the given data. Turkana
(Eastern Nilotic) data, illustrated in (1)-(3), are as given in Dimmendaal [1983:121122], with his glossing and abbreviations retained (He indicates that prefixes mark
person, but not number). The tone over the root provides evidence of a tonal split,
with the High tone pushed one mora to the right in the third person form; the nonsubject morphology in the verb in each of (1)-(3) is the same.
Turkana
(1) 8-J6s-1 a-y3I)

(2)

1-J6s-1

i-yoI)

(3) e-Jos-l I)esj

l-go-A leN)

you-go-A you(N)

3-go-A he(N)

'I will go'

'you will go'

'he/she/it will go'

A similar split is indicated for non-past verbs in Toposa, closely related to
Turkana, in data presented in Schroder [1989:131-2]. Here again (Table 1), the
split is seen in the tone over the root, pushing the High tone onto the suffix in the
third person form. The non-subject morphology is again constant in each column,
so the split in tone is again due to the subject.
Lango (Western Nilotic) also shows a tonal split as illustrated in Table 2, which
gives paradigms for several of the tense/aspects, as given in Bavin [1980.91].
Again the tone for first and second person singular forms is the same, and different
from third person singular. While there is more variety than in the Eastern Nilotic
tent deviation from this data in a speaker of another Maa dialect area (Il-Purko), but I do not have
sufficient data to describe those correspondences at this time. Therefore, this analysis mayor may
not cover data from other dialect areas, even among what is called Maasai.
4 The orthography in this paper follows Tucker and Mpaayei [1955; hereafter TMJ, with three
exceptions: 1) I, e, J, and u for the -ATR vowels; 2) tone marking on all vowels, with !a for
TM's 'mid' or Downstepped High tone, and 3) yand w for non-moraic ill and u/u. While the
last convention loses ATR information, it preserves moraic structure, which is essential for
understanding tone; ATR is generally predictable from surrounding vowels. Throughout the text,
capitalized High/Low or HIL is used when referring t6 phonemic tones, lowercase high/low when
referring to surface pitch patterns.
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Table 1. Toposa non-past paradigms with 1,2 vs. 3 person tone split
ASPECT/VOICE

Imperfective
'(to) weed'
a-cap-i
IS
2S l-cap-l
3S e-cap-i

Perfective
'(to) herd'
a-twar-lt
I-twar-it
e-twar-lt

"Reflexive-medial"
'(to) shave'
a-Mny-a
i-bany-a
e-bany-a

Table 2. Lango paradigms with 1,2 vs. 3 person tone split (with 'to read')
TENSE} ASPECT

Past
IS akwano
2S ikwano
3S okwano

Progressive
intr.
trans.
akwan
akwanno
ikwan
ikwanno
akwan
akwanno

Future
intr.
abino kwan
ibino kwan
abino kwan

data above, the difference generally amounts to High on first and second persons,
and Low on third.
Nandi (Southern Nilotic) also shows this split, according to paradigm tables
given in Creider and Creider [1989.77, 83]. Table 3 shows their indicative non-past
tense forms for both classes of verbs, those with the kee- prefix and those with the
kYI- prefix. The table uses their tense/aspect labels. Like the Lango data, the contrast here may be more difficult to see because of the variety of tone patterns, but
there is clearly an identity between the first and second person forms, and a distinction between these forms and the third person forms.

1.2. The split, and neutralization, in Il-Keekonyokie Maa. The same split seen
in other Nilotic languages is also seen in Il-Keekonyokie Maa verb forms, as in (4)(6).5 In these data, the contrast is seen on the first mora, with High on the first
5 The following abbreviations are used in this paper.
aspect
A
anti-passive
APAS
class I causati ve
CAUS
dative applicative
DAT
feminine sing.
FS
feminine plural
FP
instrumental applicative, class II causative
INST
intransitive
INTR
itive (motion away)/trans-locative
IT
middle
MID
IS subject acting on 2S
1>2

MS
MP
N

PF
RED
VENT
IS,2S
IP
2

3
II

masculine singular
masculine plural
nominative
perfect
reduplication
ventive/cis-locative
1st person sing., 2nd, etc.
1st person plural
2nd person subject
3rd person subject
class II prefix
... continued on next page
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Table 3. Nandi indicative non-past paradigms6

simple
kU:-kas
I 'to listen'
IS akas
2S ikas
3S kifs

I

Tense/aspect
perfective
perfect
simple
non-simple simple

imperfective
perfect
non-simple
simple

aakas
'Yikas
k6kas

aakas
fIkas
k6kas

akase
ikase
kasey

aakase
'Yikase
kokasey

aakase
fIkase
k6kasey

a8kM

aakat

aakatii

aakatii

aakatii

llkat

fIkM

fIkatii

'Yikatii

fIkatii

k66kat

k66kat

ikat'l

kookatl

k6okat'1

kYi-kat
'to greet'
IS aakat
2S fIkat
3S ikat

I

(4) a-g6r-!ish6

IS-strangle-APAS
'I strangle.'
(5) i-g6r-!ish6

2-strangle-APAS
'You(S) strangle.'
(6) e-g6r-!ish6

3-strangle-APAS
'He/she/itlthey will strangle.'
person singular and second person forms, and Low on the third person form.
There is some difficulty, however, in observing this split in Il-Keekonyokie Maa
because, in the simplest forms of almost all verbs, the split is neutralized. Tucker
and Mpaayei [1955, hereafter TM.72] layout the variety of bound argument pronouns for Il-Keekonyokie Maa, reproduced here in Table 4. Neutralization of the
tonal contrast can be seen in the first, second, and third person singular forms with
third person objects, all of which are High in tone on both syllables. However, TM
gave no analysis of the bound argument prefixes given in Table 4 beyond the morpheme boundaries as shown. 1 will show in this paper that the pattern shown in
Table 4 is not the unmarked tone pattern for Il-Keekonyokie Maa, but that it is a
3> 1
3>2>1

3 subject acting on 1S
3 subject acting on 2S or 2 subject acting on IS

Note: 2 & 3 are not sensitive to number.
6 Here the low falling tone in Nandi is indicated with the following symbol:

a, I.
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Table 4. a-Jam 'to avoid'
OBJECT

him, her, it, them

ou (2S)

me (IS

SUBJECT

smg. 1
2
3
pI.

1
2
3

a-lam
i-Jam
i-Jam
kI-Jam
i-Jamilama
i-lam

aa-Jam
ki-lam

ki-Jam
aa-lam

kI-lam lyie
ki-lam

ki-Jamilama
aa-lam

phonologically conditioned neutralization of a lexical split in tone between the first
singular and second person bound argument pronouns and the third person bound
argument pronouns.
In section 3, I provide an analysis for the split with consistent lexical representations that covers the data we have for Il-Keekonyokie Maa. Section 4 then describes the neutralization in detail, while section 5 provides an analysis accounting
for the neutralization which covers all cases.
By way of further introduction to these bound argument pronouns, Table 4
shows the third person singular and plural forms to be identical, and this is true for
all non-perfect forms. The second person forms have the same argument prefix,
with number of subject only distinguished by reduplication in the plural stem. The
first person forms, on the other hand, have an entirely different prefix for the
plural. Also, the two rightmost columns of Table 4 compose an inverse system
which is triggered whenever a speech act participant (IS or 2S) is the grammatical
object of the clause (see Payne et. al. [1994] for a complete analysis).

1.3. Assumptions and scope of this paper. Il-Keekonyokie Maa has two tones
and downstep that only occurs in phrase final position (TM.167). There is a falling
tone which also occurs only phrase finally (TM), but which is likely compositional,
rather than an independent toneme. The TBU in Maa is the mora [Levergood
1990], and the phrase-final High-Low falling tone is the only case where more
than one tone associates to a given mora. I will assume that tone association and
subsequent spreading (iterative to empty TBUs) operate from right to left.
I will focus on forms in a single aspect, which TM call "present tense". This
aspect, which is morphologically unmarked, is called "non-perfective" by Christa
Konig [1993] (see also Payne [1995]), but there is some indication that the aspect
she calls "perfective" includes perfect readings as well. For the sake of having a
consistent label, I will refer to the morphologically unmarked aspect as "nonperfect", and the marked aspect as "perfect".
The tonal split described in this paper likely includes several of the prefixes in
Table 4; the prefixes with a second person singular object and first person (aa-Jam)
and third person (ki-Jam) subjects appear to pattern just like the first person
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singular and second person prefixes. However, this paper will focus on the contrast
between the first person singular and third person prefixes, only occasionally
including data with second person subjects and these inverse prefixes.7
A third category of prefix that will be ignored entirely in this paper includes the
third person acting on first person singular (aa-1am) and the first person plural (kIlam), which may eventually be shown to have an initial High-Low tone contrast
on the prefix.
In Il-Keekonyokie Maa, as in other Nilotic languages, there are two morphological classes of verbs, with Class II distinguished by an obligatory ]- prefix. This
Class II prefix is not synchronically analyzable in Il-Keekonyokie Maa. It is obligatory on Class II roots, is unacceptable on Class I roots, and does not have any
transparent component of meaning (e.g., a-sui 'to follow' vs. a-y-suj'to wash').
The two classes also take different tone patterns in certain derivations (see
Rasmussen [in preparation] for details). Because there is a tonal distinction
between the two morphological classes, and because the prefix devocalizes, one
would expect a consistent effect on the tone of words with Class II stems. The
effect is not as consistent as one might like in the data currently available, however,
so I will save a fuller discussion until it has been worked out in detail.
Because this paper investigates the tonal split in argument prefixes, I take an
admittedly na'ive view of the tone in the lexical representations of non-argument
verb morphology. I assume that prior to inflection of the verb stem with bound
argument pronouns, underlying tones are contributed to the verb stem by the lexical forms of the derivational morphemes in the word. In addition, I assume that
there is a contribution of a non-perfect/indicative High tone for verb forms that
have no apparent lexical source of High tone, since every available non-perfect,
indicative verb form has at least one High tone in the word, regardless of the stem
morphology. I refer to the combination of Class prefix, root, and other nonargument morphology in a given aspect/mood as "the stem". I take the "stem
tone" to be the portion of the surface form that does not vary between first person
singular and third person forms and I use this stem tone as the input for my derivations. For example, in (7), the arguments are indicated by the prefixes a- (IS)
(7) a a-yta-be1-!ish:5.

(HHH!HH)

1S-CAUS-break-APAS
'I will make people break.'
b. c-ytc-be1-!ish:5.
(LLH!HH)
3-CAUS-break-APAS
'He/she/it/they will make people break.'

7 Unfortunately, I do not have carefully checked data available to prove this analysis for all these
prefixes, though all the data I have with them is in accordance with the analysis presented in this
paper, so it is likely a matter of collecting and presenting the data before they, too, will submit to
this same analysis.
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and e- (3), so the non-argument (i.e., stem) morphology includes yta-beJ-lshJ.
What I call the stem tone, then, would be the word final H!HH, as the first two
morae alternate HHILL.
Regarding terminology, I use the term "morphologically complex" to cover
those verb forms which have at least one morpheme which is not a root, bound
subject pronoun, or class II prefix (1-).
Because word tone patterns do not vary from one root to another, I assume
that roots are toneless, though they may eventually prove to contribute to the tone
of a verb form. One example of consistency across roots is seen in the derivation
with the Antipassive suffix in (8)-(9). Here the data are consistently high over the
last TBU of the root, and Downstepped High over the two suffixal morae. Morae
to the left of the last TBU of the root alternate according to the "High/Low" split.
The data in (8)-(9), along with others like them, lead to the conclusion that if
there is some contribution by the root to the tone of a verb, it is the same contribution from each root. Thus the only tone classes are associated with the morphological Class I and Class II as mentioned above. It is simplest, then, to say that roots
are toneless, allowing for some minimal contribution of a High tone might come
from aspect or mood, as well as some contribution from the Class II prefix 1-.

(8) Antipassive derivations with various roots with third person subject
(initial Low)
3-(11-) root -APAS

'He/she/itlthey ...
... will think.'
e- dzil) -!isho enkeray 'The child is able to cut w/o using anything else.'
... will milk by the mouth. '
edas -!ish6
... will strangle.'
e- gor -!isho
... is/are (a) liar/s.'
eltj -!ish6
...
will foretell.'
£ e-y- b6n -!isho
... pound/s.'
g. e-y- dOl) -!isho
... write/s.'
h. e-y- ger -!isho
... is/are closing.'
1
e-y- ken -!isho
... will eat.'
J. e-y- n6s -'ish6
... stir/s.'
k. e-y- l)61 -!ish6
... will look. '
L e-y- l)6r -!ish6
... is/are good at looking after cows.'
m. e-y- rrit -!ish6
... always walkls around.'
n. e-y- man -!ish6
.., can hear.' (... is/are awake.')
o. enil) -!isho
... is/are forgettable.'
p. er)kin -!isho
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

e-

dam -!ish6
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(9) First and second person forms (initial High)
1S/2- root -AP AS
a a'I wait.'
any -!ish:5
b. a'I respect (people).'
anyit -!ish:5
c. a'I am milking.'
das -'ish:5
d. a'I strangle.'
gor -'isho
e. a'I can hear.' / 'I am awake.'
nil) -'isho
f i
'You (S) strangle.'
gor -'isho

2. The tonal split: morphologically complex forms
The morphologically complex forms in this section show a split between an initial
High tone for first person singular (10)-(12) and an initial Low tone for third
person (again recall that second person singular (13) and inverse prefixes 1>2 (14)
and 3>2>1 (15) pattern like first person singular). This contrast is spread over a
variable number of initial TBU s: over the first mora only, as in (10); the first two
morae, as in (11); or the first several, as in (12).
(10) HighlLow contrast on the first mora

a. a-nil)-'isho
IS-hear-APAS
'I can hear.'

b. e-nil)-!isho
3-hear-APAS
'He/she/itlthey can hear.'

c. a-y-suj-ye.
IS-II-wash-INST
'I used/will use it to wash it.'

d. e-y-suj-ye.
3-II-wash-INST
'He/she/itlthey will use it to wash it.'

e. a-dul)-o
IS-cut-MID
'I am cut (in my flesh).'

f e-dul)-o ninye / nince.
3-cut-MID him.NOM / them.NOM
'He/they is/are cut.' (or each other)

g. a-yto-nll)

h. e-yto-nll)
3-CAUS-cut
'He/she/itlthey will make him hear it.'

IS-CAUS-cut
'I will make him hear it.'

A tonal split in bound argument pronouns in Il-Keekonyokie Maa
(11) HighILow contrast on the first two morae

a

a-dziIJ-6kl
lS-cut-DAT
'I will cut for him.'

c. a-yta-g61-!6ki

b. e-duIJ-6kl
3-cut-DAT
'He/she/itlthey will cut it for him.'
d. e-yta-g61-!6ki

IS-CAUS-be.strong-DAT
'I will make it strong for him.'

3-CAUS-be.strong-DAT
'He/she/itlthey will make it strong for
him.'

e. a-y-d6IJ-6klny-ye or
a-y-d6IJ-okiny-ye
IS-II-beat-DAT-INST
'I will use it to pound for him.'

f. e-y-doIJ-6klny-ye or
e-y-doIJ-okiny-ye

g. a-dziIJ-ye

h. e-duIJ-ye
3-cut-INST
'He/she/itlthey will use it to cut.'

1S-cut-INST
'I will use it to cut.'
1

a-ar-u

en-kit£IJ aji

IS-beat-VENT FS-cow house
'I will beat the cow into the
house.'

3-II-beat-DAT-INST
'He/she/itlthey used/will use it to
pound for them. '

J. e-ar-u
3-beat-VENT
'He/she/itlthey will bargain.'

(12) HighILow contrast on the first several morae
(non-perfect minimal pairs unavailable)
a a-yt6-r6k-a!ka
IS-CAUS-be.black-DAT.PF
'I made it black for him.'

b. e-yt3-dk-a!ka

c. a-ta-dam-ish!e

d. e-ta-dam-ish!e

IS-PF-think-APAS.PF
'I thought.'
e. a-ta-g6r-6kin-e
lS-PF-strangle-DAT -MID.PF
'I became angry at him.'

3-CAUS-be.black-DAT.PF
'He/she/itlthey made it black for
him.'

3-PF-think-APAS.PF
'He/she/it/they thought.'
f. e-ta-gor-okin-e

3-PF-strangle-DAT -MID .PF
'He/she/it/they became angry at
him/her.'

9
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In (10)-(12), each pair (e.g., (10a) and (10b» is minimally different for the
bound argument pronoun. The column on the left has first person singular subject
forms, and the column on the right has the third person subject forms. The
contrast in tone, however, may extend beyond the mora of the bound argument
prefix. The tonal contrast can spread to the second mora, either the root (e.g.,
(11a) and (11b» or another prefix (e.g., (7a) and (7b». The contrast can spread as
far as the third or fourth mora, covering at least a prefix and the root (e.g., (12a)
and (12b», potentially including even a suffix mora (e.g., (12e) and 02f». The
spreading of a single tone over (potentially) several TBUs is strongly implied, since
the tonal split can extend over several morae, though the two forms differ only by
the single mono-moraic subject morpheme.
It should be noted that (10)-(12) include a large variety of verbal affix combinations. In fact, this tonal split holds true for all non-perfect morphologically
complex verb forms. (The split also holds for most perfect verb forms, c.f. (12), but
a complete description of the perfect aspect is beyond the scope of this paper.) The
only verb forms in the non-perfect aspect that do not show this split are certain
morphologically simple forms, such as those shown in Table 4, which will be dealt
with in section 4. For the remainder of this paper, the tone split in (0)-(12)
between first singular and third persons will be referred to as the "HighlLow"
split.
As mentioned earlier, the above split is likely between third person and several
argument prefixes, rather than just the first person singular. The following data
show the same pattern for the bound argument prefixes other than the first person
singular prefix.
(3) 2S

a. i-niIJ-6kl
2-listen-DAT
'You will agree with him.'

b. e-nIIJ-6kl

c. i-nt:5-ny3r

d. e-yt:5-ny3r
3-CAUS-Iove
'He/she/itlthey makes him love it.'

2-CAUS-Iove
'You will make him love it.'

3-listen-DAT
'He/she/itlthey will agree with him.'

(14)1>2
a. aa-ta-g6r-6kin-e

1>2-PF-strangle-DAT-MID.PF
'I became angry at you(S).'

c. k-aa-yta-gor
DSCN-l>2-CAUS-strangle
'I will make you angry.'

b. e-ta-gor-okin-e

3-PF-strangle-DAT-MID.PF
'He/she/itlthey became angry at it.'
d. e-yta-gor

3-CAUS-strangle
'He/she/itlthey will make him angry.'
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(15) 3> 2 > 1

a ki-duI)-6kl
3>2>I-cut-DAT
'You(S) will cut for me.'

c. ki-n-tuk-u
3>2>I-II-wash-VENT
'He/she/itlthey will wash you.'

b. e-duI)-6kl

3-cut-DAT
'He/she/itlthey will cut it for him.'

d. e-y-tuk-u
3>2> l-II-wash-VENT
'He/she/itlthey will wash it.'

The data in (13)-(15), while not conclusive, do point toward the possibility of
including these other bound argument prefixes in the analyis presented in this
paper.

3. Possible analyses for the "HighILow" split
In the preceding section, I have shown that the Il-Keekonyokie Maa bound argument pronouns evidence a "HighILow" split. The question then arises as to the
specific nature of that split. Is there a High tone on the first singular prefix and a
Low tone on the third person prefix in the lexicon? Or is the contrast based on
more complex lexical representations (e.g., HL for IS vs. H for 3, H for IS vs. LH
for 3, etc.) or on simpler representations (e.g., H for IS vs. 0 for 3)? In this section,
I outline three analyses that might be proposed to account for the contrast between
first person singular and third person argument forms. These three analyses consider the contrast to be between 1) two fully specified lexical tones on the prefixes;
2) High tone on the first singular prefix vs. the third person tone underspecified
and supplied by rule; and 3) Low tone on the third person prefix vs. the first
person singular tone underspecified. The following sections layout these possibilities, and explore their implications, showing the third to be the superior analysis.
Because the "High/Low" split is neutralized in all short forms (section 5), and
because I have very few morphologically simple long forms, the following sections
will show derivations with morphologically complex forms, though with only one
deri vational affix. The lexical entries given in the first step of the derivations (e.g.,
(17a) and (e)) show lexical forms before the application of certain phonological
rules, such as vowel harmony (which includes Ia! ~ 101 allomorphy for +ATR
environments) and word-final affixal consonant loss [Levergood 1987, Wallace
1981, and Wallace-Gadsen 1983].
3.1. Full Specification Analysis. The full specification analysis assumes that the
underlying representations for both first person singular and third person bear a
tone which is fully specified in the lexical form of the prefix, as in (16). This would
lead to a derivation like (17), which compares (lla) with (11 b).
One variation of this analysis has the prefix tone associating at a later stage than
suffix tones, and in a left to right manner, followed by left to right spreading. This
would differ from (17), above, in that for band f, the prefixal tone would associate
to the leftmost TBU (i.e., the prefix) then spread rightward to the root in c and g.
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(16) Lexical entries for bound argument prefixes
(full specification analysis)

H

L

a-

c-

IS

3

(17) Full specification analysis of (11 a) and (11 b): 'VHe will cut for him.'
a

H

HL

e.

a- dUl) -akI(n)
DAT

H

HL

~

£

H

HL

:~

I I

IS cut

DAT

a-dul)-6k"l
'I will cut for him.'

Lexical entries

HL

Association (R to L)

I I

e- dUl) -oki
3 cut DAT
g.

L

HL

~~

I I

3 cut

DAT

Spreading (R to L)

e- dUl) -oki

~- dUl) -oki
d.

L
~

I I

a- dUl) -oki
IS cut DAT
c.

HL

e- dUl) -akI(n)
3 cut DAT

IS cut

b.

L

h.

e-dul)-6k"l
Surface realization
'He/she/itfthey will cut for him.'

Either variation of this analysis arrives at the same surface forms.
The primary difficulty of the full specification analysis is that for some first
person singular forms it would predict downstep, when it is not actually in the
surface form. In Rasmussen & Payne [2001], down step in Il-Keekonyokie Maa is
shown to operate when adjacent High tones are phrase final (lp).
(18) Downstep
H -7 !H / H_lp
There is no problem where the adjacent High tones are not word-final because
the High tones would never be in the phrase final environment. Word-finally,
however, one would expect downstep when the High tone of the first person is
adjacent to the High tone of a suffix, as in the ungrammatical case in (19c), but this
does not occur.
The instrumental suffix is hypothesized to have a High tone due to the final
High third person tone pattern, as in (lIh). In (l9c), the High tone from the instrumental suffix would be adjacent to the High tone from the first person singular
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(19) Derivations with instrumental suffix: '11He will use it to cut.'

a

b.

H

H

H

a- dUI) -ye(k)

E-

INST

3 cut

INST

H

H

L

H

f.

I

~

IS cut

INST

3 cut

INST

H

H

L

H

I

a- dUI) -yeINST
*

U

h.

Spreading (R to L)

I

e- dUI) -ye
INST
3 cut
J:J-

~

*3 -dul)-'ye
'I will use it to cut.'

dUI) -ye

~~

IS cut

Association (R to L)

I

E-

g.

Lexical entries

dUI) -ye(k)

a- dUI) -ye

~~

d.

L

IS cut

~

c.

e.

Downstep

e-dul)-ye
Surface realization
'He/shelitlthey will use it to cut.'

bound argument pronoun, as well as word final, causing downstep. However, the
correct first person singular form, given in (11g), does not have downstep but,
rather, is High and level in tone.
The ventive suffix, as in (Iii) and (11j), would require an analysis tonally identical to that given in (19) for the instrumental. Both morphemes have a single High
tone in the third person forms, and both have a high and level pitch, without
downstep, in the first person forms. If the first person singular prefix adds any
lexical tone to the word tone pattern, then the high and level pitch on the first person singular form would need to be seen as at least as complex tonally as the lowhigh pattern of the third person form. Given that the first person forms in (11g)
and (IIi) have fewer surface tonal contrasts than the third person forms in (Ilh)
and (l1j), it is perhaps simpler to admit the lack of lexical tone on the first person
singular bound argument pronoun. Given these instrumental and ventive data, the
full specification analysis cannot work. The only way to make such an analysis
work would require a rule merging the adjacent High tones in phrase-final position,
but such a rule is not otherwise needed and would undermine the understanding of
downstep in Il-Keekonyokie Maa presented in Rasmussen & Payne [2001].

3.2. Third person underspecification with default Low. A second, "third
person underspecification", analysis could be proposed for Il-Keekonyokie Maa.
Such an analysis would assume lexical entries for Il-Keekonyokie Maa with the
third person bound argument pronoun (e-) lexically unspecified for tone and the
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Low tone supplied by a default tone rule. This thesis has been put forth for particular Bantu languages, e.g., Chichewa [Meyers 1998] and Haya [Hyman &
Byarushengo 1984] inter alia, and even for Bantu in general [Stevick 1969],
however speculative that claim may be. A default tone has phonological validity,
but is added by rule, rather than being lexically specified [Snider 1999, Clark 1989,
inter alia]. The lexical representations of the prefixes would be as in (20), leading
to a derivation something like either (21) or (22). As the derivations in (21)-(22)
show, the need for both a default low assignment rule and spreading causes a
conflict. The derivation in (21) assumes ordering of spreading before default tone
association.
(20) Lexical entries for bound argument prefixes
(Low underspecification analysis)
H

aIS

c-

3

(21) Low underspecification analysis of 'I/He will cut for him.'
(spreading before default Low tone assignment)
a

H

HL

e.

H
~

c.

HL

f.

1 1

1 1

e- dUI) -oki
3 cut DAT

~

HL

g.

N.A.-no empty TBUs
a-dul)-6kl
'I will cut for him.'

HL

Association (R to L)

Spreading (R to L)

•..... ···:::;····1 1

1 1

~- dUI) -oki
IS cut DAT

d.

HL

a- dUI) -oki
IS cut DAT
H

Lexical entries

e- dUI) -akI(n)
3 cut DAT

a- dUI) -akI(n)
DAT

IS cut

b.

HL

e- dUI) -oki
3 cut DAT
h.

N.A.-no empty TBUs Default assignment

*e-dul)-6kl
Surface realization
'He/she/itlthey will cut for him.'

This derivation gives the correct form for the first person, but not for the third
person form, since spreading occurs before the default Low tone is assigned. The
third person form can be derived correctly by reversing the order of default tone
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(22) Third person underspecification analysis of 'I/He will cut for him.'
(default assignment before spreading)

a

H

HL

e.

a- dUl) -akI(n)
DAT

H
~

HL

f.

d.

HL

I I

e- dUl) -oki
3 cut DAT

LH
HL
I I
\
a- dUl) -oki
IS cut DAT

g.

N.A.-no empty
TBUs

h.

*a-dul)-6kl
'I will cut for him.'

Association (R to L)

I I

a- dUl) -oki
IS cut DAT
c.

Lexical entries

e- dUl) -akI(n)
3 cut DAT

IS cut

b.

HL

L

L

HL

Default assignment

I I

e- dUl) -oki
3 cut DAT
N.A.-no empty TBUs Spreading (R to L)
e-dul)-6kl
Surface realization
'He/she/itlthey will cut for him.'

assignment and spreading, giving the derivation in (22).
With this ordering the third person form is correct, but the first person form is
not, because an empty TBU was available for a default tone to be assigned in
(22c). This default tone assignment then doesn't allow the spreading of the High
onto the leftmost TBU in (22d), leaving the initial TBU incorrectly Low. The problem for the default Low analysis is that the spreading rule and the default assignment rule use the same input (an unassociated TBU), but the two rules need to
operate in different cases. For the first person forms, the correct surface form can
only be achieved by ordering spreading first, leaving no unassociated TBUs for
default tone assignment. The third person forms, however, would need the opposite ordering, with the default Low tone assigned before the suffix tone spread
onto the empty TBUs.
We now tum to a third analysis, which also uses underspecification, but
assumes no default tone assignment.

3.3. First person singular underspecification (with spreading). A third
possibile analysis would have the tone of the first person singular prefix unspecified, assuming lexical representations as in (23). Such an analysis was has been
proposed for Ciruri (Bantu) verb roots [Botne 1990], where a High/low contrast,
or a High/unspecified contrast was not sufficient to account for the data.
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(23) Lexical entries for bound argument prefixes
(High underspecification analysis)
L

aIS

c3

Under this analysis, the High tone in the first person singular forms (10)-(12)
doesn't come from the prefix, but is spread from the stem. For third person forms,
the Low tone from the prefix associates after the stem tones (24f), and spreads to
empty TBU's on its left (because it is the last tone on the left-(24g)). The association of the Low tone from the third person prefix blocks the spreading from
any suffixal Highs, which associated further to the right. For the first person singular forms, there is no prefix tone, so the suffix High tone is the leftmost, which
then spreads to the empty TBU's on its left, as shown in (24c).
(24) High Underspecification analysis of 'I/He will cut for him.'

a

HL

e.

a- dUI) -akI(n)
DAT

L

HL

Lexical entries

e- dUI) -akr(n)
3 cut DAT

IS cut

b.

HL
I I
a- dUI) -oki
IS cut DAT

f

L

HL
I I
~
e- dUI] -oki
3 cut DAT

Association (R to L)

c.

HL
.........::::.:'.[ [
a- dUI) -oki
IS cut DAT

g.

L

Spreading (R to L)

d.

a-dul]-6kl
'I will cut for him.'

h.

e-dul]-6kl
Surface realization
'He/she/itlthey will cut for him.'

HL
~~
I I
e- dUI) -oki
3 cut DAT

According to this analysis, the suffixal High spreads to the beginning of the
word in the first person singular form, while the association of the prefixal Low
tone in (24f) blocks spreading of the suffixal High tone in the third person form. It
produces the correct forms for both first person singular and third person, and
doesn't cause conflicts with other aspects of the analysis, unlike the full specification analysis (section 3.1).
Given the data in (10)-(12) then, the best analysis for the alternation between
first person singular and third person forms is underspecification of the first person
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singular prefix, as exemplified in this section. The initial High tone seen on the first
person argument prefix is spread from the suffix leftward to the beginning of the
word.

4. The exception: morphologically simple forms
The preceeding sections have shown data which evidence a tonal split between 11Keekonyokie Maa bound argument pronouns. In this section, I present data which
evidence a neutralization of that split, beginning with morphologically simple
forms.
While I1-Keekonyokie Maa verbs may take a large amount of morphology, as
shown, for example, in (10)-(12), they are minimally composed of a root preceded
by a bound argument pronoun, which may compose an entire clause, as in (25)(27). I use the term "morphologically simple" to refer to those inflected forms
with only an argument pronoun and an unanalyzable stem, including the Class II
prefix i- for Class II stems.
"High and level" tone patterns (Class I roots)
(25) a a-16
IS-go
'I will go.'

(26) a 1-16
2-go
'You (S) will go.'

(27) a e-16

3-go
'He/she/itlthey will go.'

b. a-ny5r
IS-love
'I love (him).'

b. i-ny5r
2-love
'You (S) love it.'

b. t-ny5r
3-love
'He/she/itlthey loves.'

c. a-b1k
IS-stay
'I'll stay here.'

c. i-bik
2-stay
'Will you (S) stay
here?'

c. e-bik
3-stay
'He/she/itlthey will stay.'

Unlike the data in sections 2 and 3, i.e., (10)-(15), the tone in (25)-(27) is the
same for all listed word forms, regardless of which bound argument pronoun is
prefixed to the root. This "High and level" tone pattern is seen with these bound
argument pronouns on all morphologically simple Class I verb forms, except for
nine forms to be given and addressed in section 5.1. The same tone patterns across
the forms in (25)-(27) might imply that the bound arguments are tonally identical
(though the data in section 2 clearly contradict it).
(28) Splitless Analysis
The first person singular, second person, and third person bound argument
prefixes bear an identical (probably High) lexical tone.
This analysis would also account for the morphologically simple class II forms
in (29)-(31), where the tone pattern is again the same for all word forms given,
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regardless of bound argument pronoun. Here, however, the tone pattern is HighLow, as class II stems are involved, rather than the "High and level" tone pattern
for short morphologically simple verbs with Class 1 stems.
"High-Low" tone patterns (Class II roots)8
(30) a. i-n-ken
(31) a e-y-ken
(29) a a-y-ken
IS-II-shut
2-I1-shut
3-I1-shut
'You (S) will shut it.'
'I will shut it.'
'He/she/itlthey will shut
it.'
b. a-y-suj

b.

IS-II-wash
'I will wash it.'

i-~-suj

b. e-y-suj

2-II-wash
'You (S) will wash
it.'

3-II-wash
'He/she/itlthey will wash
it.'
c. e-y-be]

c. k-a-y-beJ
DSCNlS-I1-rock
'I will rock from
side to side.'

3-II-rock
'He/she/itlthey will rock
from side to side.'

The data in (25)-(31), by itself, could be accounted for with the Splitless
Analysis, along with the assumption that Class II stems, either in the Class II prefix
or the root, bear a lexical Low tone. The data in (32)-(35) might suggest that this
analysis works regardless of root shape, CVC, CV, or Vc.
As mentioned previously, the data in (25)-(27) vs (29)-(31) exhibit a tonal distinction between Class 1 and Class II verb roots in the morphologically simple derivation. So, the Splitless Analysis (28) could account for the morphologically simple
(32)

IS subjects wi Class 1 roots

a a-b6]
'I hold/twist the cow's mouth.'

b. a-t6n
'I will stay/sit here'

c. a-ar en-kite!]
'I will beat the cow.'

d. a-ya in-kiri
'I will take the meat.'

(33)

3 subjects wi Class 1 roots

a. e-b6]
'He/shelitlthey will open the cow's
mouth.'
b. e-t6n
'He/shelitlthey will sit.'
c. e-ar
'He/shelitlthey beatslkills it.'
d. e-ya en-gari
'The car will take it.'

8 The second person forms in (30a) and (30b) show the regular phonological rules Iii -7 Inl I
lil+ _ (dissimilating bimorphemic high front vowels) and Inl -7 \) I _ lsi (dropping a nasal
before a sibilant),
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IS subjects w/ Class II roots

(35)
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3 subjects w/ Class II roots

a. a-y-gIs
'I will jump.'

a e-y-gIs

b. a-y-kash
'I am better than him.'

b. e-y-kash
'He/she/itlthey is/are better than him.'

'He/she/itlthey will jump.'

forms in (25)-(35). But, with addition of any other morphology on a verb, the
analysis fails. All of the morphological combinations given in section 2 showed a
tonal contrast between first person singular and third person. Because the pairs of
verbs that are minimally different for subject are also minimally different for tone,
a hypothesis that first singular, second person, and third person are tonally identical
is untenable.
Given then, that the Splitless Analysis cannot account for the tonal split
observed in section 2, the next section will resolve these two bodies of data into a
single analysis by showing how the split observed in section 2 is neutralized in the
data in (25)-(35).

5. Resolving the split and neutralized data
In this section, I propose that the "High/Low" tone split from section 2 is a lexical
tonal contrast, according to the analysis in section 3. That lexical contrast is neutralized in a specific environment, as found in both the "High and level" Class I
and "High-Low" Class II tone patterns of (25)-(35).
It has already been stated that the forms in (25)-(35) are morphologically simpler than those in (10)-(12); it should be noted that the forms in (25)-(35) are also
words with only two morae. Either length or morphological complexity might
prove useful in understanding a morphophonemic ally conditioned split. But I will
show that the number of morae, rather than morphological simplicity, conditions
the difference between the forms with the split, i.e., (10)-(12), and those without it,
i.e., (25)-(35).
For reasons that will become clear, I address Class I and Class II roots independently. Section 5.1 considers a rule to account for the neutralization seen with
Class I roots, making the initial assumption of length as the conditioning environment. In section 5.1.1, I give nine roots that are lexical exceptions to that rule,
which also show the "High/Low" split. In section 5.1.2, I present further data
which show that length, and not morphological simplicity, is the conditioning
environment for neutralization. I treat the neutralization in verbs with Class II roots
in section 5.2.
5.1. Class I roots. One could hypothesize that the first person singular and second
person forms in (25)-(27) work the same as the first person singular forms in (10)(12), with the fIrst person singular prefIx associated to a stem High in all cases. The
simple third person forms in (27a-c) could then be accounted for by assuming the
third person prefix is lexically Low, which would account for the third person
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forms in (10)-(12), with the following del inking and spreading rule (36), shown
with the data from (27)a.
(36) Two-mora High Spread (TMHS)9
L

H
+..···.... ·1

V

/

#_#

V

ex. le161

[e16] 'He will go.'

---t

This rule claims that a High tone de links a Low tone on a preceding vowel and
is conditioned to apply when the only morae in the word are those two morae that
are involved in the rule. Possible motivation for the delinking of the Low tone
comes from the fact that rising tones are prohibited over a single mora in all environments. Thus, if spreading gave rise to the form in (37), the result would be
what is seen in (36).
(37) Spreading, creating L-H rise over initial TBU
L

H

1.. ········1 / #_#
V V
ex. lel61

---t

*[' e16]

'He will go.'

It could be said that TMHS is essentially the same spreading seen in sections 2
and 3, with a negative structure condition removing the rising tone. It should be
noted, however, that this spreading is distinct from the spreading which causes the
alternations seen in sections 2 and 3. In TMHS, a tone is spreading onto a TBU
which is already associated to a tone, rather than to an empty TBU. TMHS is also
bound by a particular phonological environment, as I will show in the following
sections. If High tones regularly spread onto TBUs with Low tones, we would
expect the data given in section 2 to include either spread High tones preceeded by
Low tones (if the spreading is non-iterative) or no Low tones at all before High

9 This will probably ultimately be generalized to the following:
L

+.·······1H

V

/

{~}_#

V

ex. leduIJak):nIl

~

[eduIJok'inij 'He will be cut for.'
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tones (if the spreading was iterative). We see neither of these, giving evidence that
the spreading in TMHS is unique to this environment.
Given these assumptions, then, TMHS (36) accounts for the neutralization of
the split on the verb forms in (25)-(27) according to the derivations in (38). The
tone associates and spreads normally (i.e., right to left) onto the first person
argument prefix, which is lexically unspecified for tone. In the third person form,
on the other hand, the stem High tone delinks the prefixal Low tone, giving a
"high and level" tone pattern. The underlying forms are given according to the
assumptions laid out in section 3.3, with the High tone coming from aspect/mood.
(38) Derivation of TMHS neutralization of tone patterns ('I/He will go.')
a

b.

H

f.

a- 10

e- lo(t)

IS go

3 go

H

g.

'"

c.

LH

LH

a- 10

e- 10
3 go

.....

'"

h. -

Association (R to L)

I

I

IS go

H

Lexical entries

[no empty TBUs]

Spreading (R to L)

a- 10
IS go

d. -

[NA]

L

LH

TMHS

1'.···1
e- 10
3 go

e.

H

A

J.

H

A

a- 10

e- 10

IS go

3 go

a-lo
'I will go.'

Surface realization

6-10
'He/she/it/they will go.'

5.1.1. Lexical exceptions to TMHS. TMHS (36) predicts that there will not be a
Low-High tone pattern on any 2-mora verb. It should be noted, however, that I
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have found a few verbs that do not undergo this rule, and are pronounced lowhigh over only two morae. I list them exhaustively in (39).
With any additional morphology, the roots in these verbs behave tonally like
other Il-Keekonyokie Maa verbs, for example, (llc) and (lId) for gol (39c) with
the Class I causative (CAUS) and dative (OAT), repeated in (40) and (41).
(39) Lexical exceptions to Two-mora High Spread
'The rock is red.'
a. e-d:5
b. e-dwa
'He/she/itlthey is/are bitter.'
c. e-g61 3-soit
'The stone is hard.'
d. e-yk6
'He/she/itlthey will do that.'
e. e-yr:5
'He/she/itlthey will speak.'
'He/she/itlthey is/are alive.'
f. e-yshu
g. e-6 31-maysuri Jay
'My banana has already ripened / is ready.'
'Your sheep are fat.'
h. e-pir In-tare inon6
'It will rain.' / 'It rains.'
L
e-sha
(40) a-yta-g61-'6ki

1S-CAUS-be.strong-OAT
'I will make it strong for him.'
(41) e-yta-g61-'6ki

3-CAUS-be.strong-OAT
'He/she/itlthey will make it strong for him.'
If the lexical representations of the roots in (39) bore different lexical tone from
other roots, one would expect to see the impact of that tonal contrast throughout
the derivations involving that root, or at least in several derivations. These roots,
however, are only exceptions in the simplest form, given in (39). This lack of
further exceptionality suggests that they are marked in the lexicon to disallow
Two-mora High Spread (36), rather than being tonally distinct from other roots in
the lexicon.
Further, the first person singular inflections for the verbs in (39) are High and
level in (42), like the simple first person singUlar forms with all other roots-compare, for example, (2S)a-(2S)c.

(42) First person singular forms
a. a-g61
'I am strong.'
b. a-yshu
'I am alive.'
c. a-pir
'I am fat.'
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This means that the tonal distinction for these roots only affects the third person
inflection, as the verbs in the first person singular inflection are tonally identical to
verbs with other roots. Also, the forms in (39) and (42) show the same "High/
Low" tonal split seen in (10)-(12).
The "exceptions" to Two-mora High Spread in (39) are thus further evidence
for a regular "High/Low" split between first person singular and third person.
These roots, being exceptions to the neutralization in (36), have the same argument
prefix split as do the forms in (10)-(12). In other words, the forms in (39) are
exceptions to Two-mora High Spread (36), but fall into the regular "HighlLow"
pattern, as in (10)-(12). This confirms that there really is just one pattern of High!
Low split for IS vs. 3 subjects, and that there is a specific rule (36), with a specific
phonological context (two morae), with specific lexical exceptions (39), that
accounts for all exceptions to that split.

5.1.2. Longer roots. TMHS (36) claims that length alone, and not morphological
simplicity, is the environment that conditions the neutralization of argument prefixes in verbs with Class I stems. This is difficult to test with the available data,
since most Il-Keekonyokie Maa verb roots in the available data have a (/) CVC
structure, and few are longer-so morphological simplicity and short length
generally go together. To conclusively prove the environment for (36), we need (a)
verbs which are longer than two morae, yet morphologically simple, as well as (b)
verbs that are only two morae, yet morphologically complex. If we find both (a)
and (b), we would expect only one of them to neutralize the split, and which one
does would indicate the correct environment for (36).
(43) Longer morphologically simple Class I forms.
a

a-ad:5

b.

c.

a-damu

d.

IS-be.wide
'I am wide.'

f. e-1aJa
3-be.wide
'It is wide.'

a-murat

h.

e. a-JaJa

a-mlgum
IS-vomit
'I will make him vomit.'

e-murat
3-circumcise
'He/she/itlthey will circumcise him.'

IS-circumcise
'I will circumcise (him).'
1

e-damu
3-remember
'He/she/they remember(s).'

IS-remember
'I remember.'

g.

e-ad:5
3-be.tall
'He/she/itlthey is/are tall.'

IS-be.tall
'I am tall.'

J.

e-mlgum
3-vomit
'He/shelitlthey will make him vomit.'
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While there are not many (b) verbs (short but complex), there are a few (a)
verbs which are longer but not apparently more complex, as shown in (43). Those
familiar with Nilotic morphology may question the morphological simplicity of
some of these pairs, such as (c-d), which may historically have the ventive -u, and
(e-f), which looks like it has the middle form, though it has a different tone pattern
from the normal middle form (which is High-Low on the final two morae-as in
(10e-f)). At least (a-b), (g-h), and (i-j), however, have no apparent synchronic or
diachronic analysis.
As (36) predicts, the "High and level" pattern in (25)-(27) breaks down for
longer Class I roots, as seen in (b ), (d), (f), (h), and 0). The tone pattern for longer
simple third person fonns is Low initially, then High on the final mora, while the
first person forms are High and level. In fact, these longer roots show the same
"High/Low" split found in (10)-(12), only here on morphologically simple roots.
Since these roots have no evidence of morphological complexity and do not
undergo neutralization, it cannot be maintained that morphological simplicity is the
conditioning factor for the neutralization in (25)-(27).
In sum, the fact that the data in (43) show the same "High/Low" split as in
(10)-(12) indicates that it is not morphological simplicity, but length, which is the
environment that conditions the "High and level" neutralization in (25)-(27), and
that there is, again, a single HighILow split pattern.
To establish length as the conditioning factor in (36) the only question left concerns the presence of (b) verbs: two-mora morphologically complex forms. Do
these forms show neutralization of the split? The following data is at least diachronically morphologically complex, though the synchronic complexity is uncertain.
But it is the only minimal pair of verbs avaliable with both no more than two
morae and also (potentially) morphologically complex.
(44) a.

a-ba-w
IS-reach-VENT
'I will arrive.'

b.

e-ba-w
3-reach-VENT
'He/she/itlthey will arrive.'

The data in (44) show the neutralization of the "High/Low" split, unlike the
ventive data in (11i-j), which has a Low-High contrast in the third person form.
This neutralization of the expected contrast may provide evidence that morphological simplicity does not condition the neutralization of that split. It is not clear,
however, whether what is clearly the ventive morpheme diachronically is synchronically distinct from the root, or if they have become lexicalized into a single
morpheme. Unfortunately other short but complex forms are unavaliable at this
time.
The data in (43), then, show that with more than two morae, morphologically
simple verbs with Class I stems do not show neutralization, but rather the "High/
Low" split. It is not entirely clear yet, but there is some evidence in (44) that
morphological simplicity is not required for neutralization of the "HighILow" split.
So, verbs with only two morae exibit neutralization of the "HighILow" split, with
or without morphological simplicity, and verbs with more than two morae do not.
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Thus, length, and not morphological complexity, is established as the conditioning
factor for TMHS (36).
5.2. Class II roots. Section 5.1 showed that the "splitless" tone pattern for Class 1
roots in (25)-(27) can be seen as a neutralization of the "High/Low" split, conditioned by length. Similarly, the "High-Low" simple Class II pattern in (29)-(31)
can be seen as a neutralization conditioned by length, though in a slightly different
manner. Rather than a lexical phonological rule that eliminates the split, this
neutralization would be the result of the association of one tone to each TBU.
Looking at the stem tones (i.e., those that don't alternate for argument prefixrecall section 1.3) in the data so far presented, one notices a fairly limited set of
patterns. Depending on the derivation of the stem, the stem has a certain number
of tones: either one (e.g., (llg) vs. (llh», two (e.g., (lOe) vs. (l0f), or three (e.g.,
(llc) vs. (lId». These tones associate right to left, filling all TBUs, including the
ultimate, penultimate, and antepenultimate, respectively. Assuming stem tones,
being on the right, associate before argument tones, which are on the left, the
number of stem tones will determine where the argument tones associate.
According to this way of looking at the data, the simple Class 1 roots (section
5.1) have one stem tone, so the High tone spreads from the ultimate mora in the
first person singular forms, leftward to the beginning of the word. The third person
Low tone, and thus the split in argument prefix tone, is realized on the penultimate
mora, as in (43). The Penultimate mora is also the first mora on two mora words
(39), though this is neutralized in most forms by TMHS (36), as in (25)-(27).
Class II roots, on the other hand, have two stem tones, so these tones associate
with the ultimate and penultimate TB Us (29)-(31). Because the stem tones com(45) Analysis of simple Class II neutralization
a

b.

HL

e.

L

a-ygIs

e-ygIS

IS-jump

3-jump

HL
/' I
a-ygIs

f

L

d.

[no empty TBUs]
aY9Is

'I will jump.'

HL
/' I
e-ygIS

Lexical entries

Association (R to L)

3-jump

IS-jump

c. -

HL

g. h.

[no empty TBUs]
eY9Is

Spreading (R to L)
Surface form

'He/she/itlthey will jump.'
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pletely fill the TBUs, the third person argument prefix Low tone cannot associate
(and is presumably deleted), so the "HighILow" split does not surface. The derivations are given in (45). With longer words, however, the antepenultimate tone
associates to the antepenul-timate mora, so the "HighILow" split is again realized
on the surface, as in (46).
(46) Simple Class II verb forms with three morae
a. a-y-ninlIJ
IS-I1-listen.RED
'I will listen .'

b. e-y-ninlIJ
3-I1-listen.RED
'He/she/itlthey is/are listening.'

c. a-y-r.:5wua
IS-II-be.hot
'I am hot.'

d. e-y-r.:5wua
3-II-be.hot
'He/she/itlthey is/are hot.'

e. a-y-terre
IS-II-faint
'I will faint.'

f e-y-terre
3-II-faint
'He/she/itlthey will faint.'

g. a-y-rura
IS-II-sleep
'I am asleep.'

h. e-y-rura
3-II-sleep
'He/she/itlthey is/are asleep.'

The additional TBU allows the prefix tone to associate, allowing the "High/Low"
split to surface, as in (47). This analysis neutralizes the "HighILow" split for verb
forms with class II roots that have just two morae, but accounts for the split
occurring on longer words.
The analysis presented in this section for verbs with Class II stems accounts for
the neutralization of the "HighlLow" split in an entirely different way than the
Two-mora High Spread (36), which accounted for the neutralization in verbs with
Class 1 stems (25)-(27). Because the analyses for verbs with each of these two
classes of stems differ, we might expect the neutralizations to have different
properties. And this is what we find: unlike Two-mora High Spread (36), which is
a phonological rule with several lexical exceptions, i.e., the roots in (39), the
analysis in (47) has no room for lexical exceptions, as there is no rule which might
be susceptible to lexical specification. The neutralization analysis in (47) is merely a
matter of the relationship of the number of tones to the number of TBUs in a
given verb. This prediction of an exceptionless split is met by the lack of exceptions (so far) to the simple class II High-Low tone pattern over two morae verbs,
regardless of root. lO
10 The roots in (39d) and (3ge) above, however, may prove to be Class II, in which case they
would seem exceptional. However, I don't have data with these roots in other derivations, so I am
not sure if they are Class II stems. There is data indicating that (39[) is not a class II root. It is an
... continued on next page
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(47) Analysis of simple Class II non-neutralization

a

HL

d.

L

a-yrura

e-yrura

IS-sleep

3-sleep

b.

HL

e.

\ I

c.

HL

L

HL

\

\ I

a-yrura

e-yrura

IS-sleep

3-sleep

HL

f -

[no empty TBUs]

Lexical entries

Association (R to L)

Spreading (R to L)

.... .... \ I
a-yrura
IS-sleep

d.

aynJn:l

'I will sleep.'

L

eynJra

Surface form

'He/she/itlthey will sleep.'

6. Conclusion
The first person singular underspecification analysis mayor may not match analyses proposed for other Nilotic person marking systems. The only published analysis
including a bound-pronominal split, for any Nilotic language, is Dimmendaal's
[1983] analysis of Turkana. His analysis for Turkana seems essentially the same as
my Full Specification Analysis as given in 3.1 above.!1 While Full Specification
may work for Turkana (and perhaps for other Nilotic languages), claiming a
lexically specified High tone for the first person singular bound argument pronoun
is not ideal for a synchronic analysis of Il-Keekonyokie Maa.
The analysis presented in this paper claims that every tone after (and including)
the first High tone on the third person forms is due to the stem, indicating that the
same tones are also due to the stem in the first person singular forms. Consider the
first pronunciation given for (lIe) and (llf), presented here in (48). The stem tones
are viewed as the same, since the pair of words is minimally different for subject,
interesting coincidence that these three roots have lev stem structure, unlike the ,eve forms in
(29)-(31) and (46).
11 While a fully specified pronominal tone split is given in Dimmendaal [1983], it is clearly not a
focal point of the 1983 work, and it is not clear whether underspecification of any of those
pronouns was considered. Thus, it may be of little consequence if Maasai requires a different
analysis.
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and identical in stem. The initial High tone in the first person singular form, then, is
contiguous with a High tone from the stem. One could claim that there are two
distinct High tones in the first person singular forms, which are not distinguished
on the surface, but it would be simpler just to say that there are no more High
tones in the first person singular forms than in the third person forms, with
adjacent high morae considered to be associated to the same High tone (49), in
accordance with the OCP.
(48) argument tones

stem tones
lS-II-beat-DAT-INST
'I will use it to pound for him.'

e-y-doIJ- 6klny-ye

(49)

~

3-II-beat-DAT-INST
'He/she/itlthey will use it to pound
for him.'

= two high tones

a-y-d6IJ-6klny-ye

~

= two high tones

e-y-doIJ-6k1ny-ye

Thus, if one were to claim that there is a lexical High tone on the first person
singular prefix, one would also need to claim that there is merger of adjacent Highs
in each and every verb with an initial High tone. This would be the case because
the initial surface tone is not distinguished phonetically from the stem High tone;
the word tone is high and level from the beginning of the word to the mora which
is the leftmost High tone in the third person form (i.e., the first stem tone). Put
differently, the domain of morae associated to the initial High tone in the first
person singular forms always includes one mora (the rightmost-before the
verticle line in (50)) which is also High in the same derivation with a third person
subject, as throughout (10)-(12).
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initial H

In other words, the first and third person forms share at least one High-toned
mora, which is contiguous with the word initial High tone in the first person
singular forms of (10)-( 12). If one were to claim that the tone to the left of the
vertical line in (50) were due to the argument prefix for first person singular, one
would also need to say that the third person tone is Low-High-unless there is
some reason that the high tone on -6k} should come from the argument prefix in
the first person singular form, but from the stem in the third person form.
Alternatively, one might defend full specification by saying that the stems exibit
tonal allomorphy for each of the argument prefixes, with one fewer High tone
after first person singular forms, though this gains nothing over the analysis in
section 3.3, but only adds complexity.
Thus, there is no clear empirical evidence that the High tone on first person
singular, second person, etc. forms comes from those prefixes, as opposed to being
spread from the stem. Requiring full specification of tone also increases the
complexity of the analysis unnecessarily and without any apparent benefit. Beyond
considerations of economy and unnecessary complexity, when the instrumental
and ventive data discussed in section 3.1 are considered, it is clear that a lexically
independent tone on the first person singular prefix is untenable.
Finally, we have seen that for both Class I and Class II roots, the tonal alternation between first and third person is neutralized over only two morae. I propose
that this neutralization occurs, on the one hand, by a spreading rule (36) that
del inks the third person Low tone in most two-mora words with Class I roots, and,
on the other hand, by having fewer TBUs in the word than tones in the word tonal
melody for Class II roots, as in (47).
Given this analysis, then, we can say that there is a lexical split between first
and third persons. Surface "High" prefixes (lS, 2, etc.) are lexically unmarked for
tone and the "Low" prefix (3) is lexically marked Low. Lexically toneless morae
then receive tone by spreading from the stem on the right. All deviations from this
split have been accounted for in Section 5.
While this paper has focused on the contrast between the first person singular
an the third person bound argument prefixes, it is likely that the the first person
singular prefix is tonally identical to the second person prefix (i.e., i-him from
Table 4), as well as to the first person singular acting on second person singular
prefix (i.e., aa-Jam from Table 4), and to the third person acting on second person
singular or second person acting on first person singular prefix (i.e., ki-Jam from
Table 4).
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This analysis now sets the stage for a comprehensive analysis of the whole verb
argument prefix system of Il-Keekonyokie Maa, allowing the interactions between
the rest of the morphology on verbs to be studied.
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